
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION STRATEGY
THE BRIDGES TO BUILD

Over the past few weeks, I have been working on some presentations with 
regards to “Digital Transformation” and thought I’d share my views and key 
learning’s. These are not my own thoughts alone, but also from online 
readings written by transportation and logistics experts. I believe it is all very 
relevant.

Companies across the globe are digitally transforming at a rapid pace as they 
are being challenged to improve business processes and develop new 
capabilities and business models.

However, most managers may only have a broad idea in their minds of the 
pieces – like a puzzle, and it is not a surprise that many global companies do 
not have a clear transformation strategy. This is a risk that is likely to have 
high consequences and costs. 

Digital transformation is the transformation of business and organizational 
activities, processes, competencies etc. leveraged through opportunities of 
change in digital technologies. Their accelerated impact from strategy to 
operations brings about a profound impact. Digital Transformation is not free 
of IT spending, but the investment is more than justified by the benefits.



There are however no clear roadmaps that answer critical questions such as: 

What to do first? 
How to do it?
What are the accelerators? 
What should be the cost: benefit ratios? 

Neither are there any clear guidelines of what are the barriers. These 
diagrams give you a good compass to use as a reference.

Essentially, your organization needs to ask itself three vital questions:
• Do you need Digital Transformation and Why?
• If so, what do you need to transform?
• Lastly, how can you transform?

The question in the slide below will adequately answer most, and more than 
likely define the first level of awareness for you.



These questions are relevant for your company, but should be assessed on 
basis of the industry, and also what is the global transformation environment.

Essentially, all companies must start to look at a 10-year horizon, so where we 
started looking at 2020, now it is 2025. You need to ask what are the industry 
leaders doing, and where would you like to be placed.

Companies don’t often do this thinking because they are operationally 
focused, and some have a quarter-to-quarter survival strategy.

That makes them shy away from making the tough choices on their digital 
side on whether to transform of not. Yet at the same time, technology is 
growing rapidly and increasing the gap between the haves and the have-nots.

Perhaps the way ahead is to ask the questions and make an informed decision. 
Look at the options and the cost; look at the costs and the benefits; look at 
the time and the human impact. That is what it is truly about. The People!

At the end of the day, any digital transformation strategy is about Building 
Bridges with the Future.
A bridge between IT and the business?
A bridge between the business and processes?
A bridge between data and actionable intelligence?
A bridge between risk and profitability



How can Quantum partner you in this journey?

Firstly, we are here to talk to you and assist you in the questions you 
may have, and there will be many.

Second, we have done this before and we have the experience and 
references to place at your disposal

Thirdly, we have a strong library of solutions that are unique to your 
needs from operating systems, warehousing, accounts or analytics.

Lastly, we are the bridge, and our entire strategy has been based on 
connecting with the future.

Give me a call or e-mail me, and I’d be glad to have a chat or get one of 
our Product owners to speak with you. 
 
Best Regards
Arjun Vikram Singh


